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Carbon nanostructures such as CNTs and graphene possess extraordinary mechanical 
and transport properties. They could be used as a reinforcement to realize novel 
structural/functional composites for various applications. However, their uniform 
dispersion within matrix materials is a great challenge. 

We aim to fabricate and characterize well-dispersed carbon nanostructure–reinforced 
composite materials with different matrixes (ceramics, metals, polymers), by using 
colloidal processing and spark plasma sintering. 

 Processing of novel well-dispersed carbon 
nanostructure–reinforced composites for 
structural functional applications

 Studying the direct reinforcing mechanism of 
carbon nanostructures in the composites

 Multifunctional CNT-concentrated composites
 Functionally graded carbon nanostructure 

composites
 Strain tolerant, thermal-shock resistant ceramic 

composites

・M. Estili et al., Advanced Materials (2012), 24, 4322
・M. Estili and Y. Sakka., Sci. Tech. Adv. Mater. (2014), 15, 064902
・M. Estili and A. Khademhosseini et al., Nanoscale (2015), 7, 6436

Introducing a processing method to fabricate 
well-dispersed CNT–ceramic matrix composites

Simultaneously tough, strong and strain-tolerant CNT-
concentrated alumina composites with record-breaking 

electrical conductivities (~5,000 S/m)

Processing of biocompatible graphene–hydrogel 
composites with improved properties for biomedical 

applications, using water-dispersible graphene

Processing of well-dispersed, aligned CNT–
aluminum matrix composites 

with improved strength and maintained ductility

Non-cubic hydroxyapatite ceramics with 
fine microstructure and high transmission
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For laser ceramics, cubic materials only have been used. Non-cubic materials with 
birefringent properties have low in-line transmissions. Some non-cubic single crystals 
have excellent optical properties for high-powder laser application.

 Low-temperature sintering of transparent alumina and apatite ceramics
 Development of spark-plasma-sintering (SPS) techniques
 Novel non-cubic ceramics for laser application

 “Dynamic grain growth during low-temperature spark plasma sintering of alumina” Scripta Mater. 80(2014)  29.
 “Low-temperature spark plasma sintering of alumina by using SiC molding set” J. Ceram. Soc. Jpn. 124(2016)  1141.
 “Spark plasma sintering of highly transparent hydroxyapatite ceramics” J. Jpn. Powder Metall. 64(2017)  547.

 Low-temperature SPS using SiC-molding set
 Fabrication of highly transparent apatite ceramics
 Mechanism of grain growth at low temperatures

 Apatite ceramics doped with rare-earth 
elements 

 Techniques of microstructural refinement 
and homogenization

Novel non-cubic laser ceramics
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